
HOUSE No. 3095
By Mr. Lemanski of Chicopee, petition of Kenneth M. Lemanski

and other members of the House relative to further regulating pricing
practices of certain consumer products. Commerce and Labor.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Seven

I
An Act further regulating price marking in food stores and food

DEPARTMENTS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 181 of chapter 94 of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 striking out, in line 39, the words “eighty-four” and inserting in
4 place thereof the words; “eighty-four and one-half”.

2 inserting after section 184, as so appearing, the following
3 section:
4 Section 18414. (a) For purposes of this section, the following
5 terms shall have the following meanings: “food store” shall
6 include any store, shop, supermarket, grocer, convenience store,
7 warehouse-type seller, club, outlet, or other seller, whose primary
8 business is selling either food for consumption off the seller’s
9 premises alone or in combination with grocery items or other

10 nondurable items typically found in a supermarket, and such times
11 are sold at least in part to individuals for their own personal,
12 family, or household use; “food department” any seller other

than a food store with any grocery item section, area, or display
14 and which sells ten or more different food items for consumption
15 off the seller’s premises at least in part to individuals for their own
16 personal, family, or household use, provided, however, any food
17 section which is within a larger business and is the functional
18 equivalent of a supermarket with its own separate checkout, may

1 SECTION 2. Said chapter 94 is hereby further amended by
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19 be deemed a food store by the director of standards;
20 “automatic check-out system” shall mean a cash register,
21 computer, terminal, or other device capable of interpreting the
22 universal product code, or any other code which is on an item
23 offered for sale used to determine the price of the item being
24 purchased, regardless of whether the code entry is accomplished
25 manually, or automatically by a machine; “item” a specific and
26 distinct product, good, or commodity. One item is differentiated
27 from another by having a different universal product code for
28 items so coded; and for items not so coded, the item has no
29 distinguishing characteristics compared to another item; “unit”
30 a single piece of an item, such as one can, package, bag, or multi-
-31 pack; “correct price” the advertised price in any circular,
32 newspaper, magazine, television or radio commercial, or in any
33 other medium, or any published correction thereof. If an item is
34 not advertised, the correct price shall be the lowest price indicated
35 on any store sign for the item, but not if such item is rung up
36 at a lower price. If no sign is displayed, the correct price shall be
37 the price of the item on its displayed unit price label, but not if
38 such item is rung up at a lower price. If no unit price label is
39 displayed, the correct price shall be the price rung up by the food
40 store’s or food department’s automatic checkout system. If the
41 above heirarchy of establishing the correct price is not
42 determinative in a particular situation, the correct price shall be
43 the price on the seller’s current price list; “coded” any symbol,
44 letter, number or combination thereof other than the price itself
45 which is stored in and interpretable by the seller’s automatic
46 checkout system; “rung up” the price on a cash register or
47 terminal sales slip or display, which indicates the price the
48 consumer will be charged for each item provided that such price
49 is not the result of a keypunching error by the cashier or inspector;
50 “food” - anything edible; “grocery items” any food, pet food
51 or supply, soap, household cleaner of any type, laundry product,
52 light bulbs, or disposable paper or plastic products; “display” —i
53 two or more units of an item located together. A display shall be
54 deemed to be checked after the correct price is ascertained and
55 one or more units are removed from the display and examined
56 for accurate price markings; “end-aisle display” a display of
57 a specific item consisting of at least 50 units, not including those
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58 in closed cartons or otherwise inaccessible to the consumer which
59 is located in a freestanding display or at the end of, or adjacent
60 to, a shelved tier of groceries or other items; “gross error” a
61 price which is less than half the price stated by the seller as the
62 actual selling price, and which was never intended as the selling
63 price at anytime during the previous 30-day period; “represented
64 price” any price represented to a consumer as the actual selling
65 price including the price on any sign, price tag, unit price label,
66 advertisement, item, or cash register display.
67 b) Except as provided below, every item in a food store and
68 every grocery item in a food department offered for sale, whether
69 edible or not, shall have each unit individually marked with the
70 correct selling price. All prices represented to the consumer for
71 the same item shall be consistent with each other and to the price
72 rung up and charged for the item. The seller shall be responsible
73 for the completeness and accuracy of all price marking.
74 c) The following classes of items are exempt from the price
75 marking requirement of subsection (b) provided that the cashier
76 can readily discern the price of the exempted item, that no
77 exempted item is marked with an incorrect price, that the
78 exempted item is on a current price list maintained by the seller
79 as provided in subsection (e), and that a clear and conspicuous
80 separate sign, or a single sign in the case of similar items all priced
81 the same, larger than the seller’s regular unit price label with the
82 price no smaller than one inch high, is placed at the point of
83 display of each exempted item containing the name of the item,
84 the correct price, and, if appropriate, the size or other
85 distinguishing information:
86 1) unpackaged: produce, meat, fish, poultry, delicatessen,
87 bakery items, and any other unpackaged items offered from a bulk
88 display, except that any such item weighed or wrapped to order
89 by the food store or food department but paid for at a place other

/j9O than at the point of such weighing or wrapping shall have the
correct price marked on the item;

92 2) gallons and half gallons of milk;
93 3) eggs;
94 4) cigarettes, cigars, tobacco and tobacco products;
95 5) individual units within a multi-unit package if the package
96 is correctly price marked;
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97 (6) snack food such as cakes, gum, candy, chips, and nuts if
98 offered for sale individually, weigh less than three ounces, cost
99 75 cents or less, and are located at the checkout area, provided
100 that the director of standards may increase said price limitation
101 by regulation on account of inflation;
102 7) individual greeting cards provided that such cards are
103 marked with a price code readily understandable by the consumer;
104 8) individual glass jars of baby food of the same brand and price
105 where vegetable or fruit is the predominant ingredient other than
106 water, but not including juices, provided that if offered for sale
107 by a seller with an automatic checkout system they are coded, or
108 if offered by a seller without such system, they are on an easily
109 referenced price list at each cash register;
110 9) not more than 60 items that are located in end-aisle displays
111 provided that, if offered for sale by a seller with an automatic
112 checkout system they are coded, or if offered by a seller without
113 such system they are on an easily referenced price list at each cash
114 register, and that such items are fully and accurately price marked
115 at their regular shelf location, and the seller maintains a list of
116 such items as required by subsection (e). Said 60 item limit shall
117 be reduced by 75 per cent in the case of a food department. For
118 the exclusive purpose ofdetermining whether a seller has exceeded
119 said 60 item limit, units of an item which differ only by flavor
120 or scent shall be considered the same item if they are otherwise
121 identical in all respects including price, size, and brand, unless in
122 a particular case the director of standards determines that such
123 units are different items;
124 In addition to the above exemptions, food stores or food
125 departments which, for a majority of the items offered for sale,
126 utilize an automatic checkout system which is at least 95 per cent
127 accurate as determined by the director of standards may also
128 exempt:
129 10) up to a maximum of 400 additional items may be exempted
130 by each food store of food department, provided that they are
131 coded and subject to the limitations and qualifications set forth
132 in subsection (d) below.
133 d) The exact number of additional exempt items allowed by
134 subsection (c)( 10) above shall be based on the number of operable
135 cash registers or terminals located at the seller’s main checkout
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136 location(s), but not to exceed 400. Cash registers at the seller’s
137 courtesy desk, or otherwise away from the main checkout
138 location(s) if the seller maintains such main checkout location(s)
139 shall not be included in the calculation, unless approved by the
140 director of standards. Sellers with one operable cash register shall
141 be allowed to exempt 20 additional items of their own choosing.
142 Sellers with two, three to four, or five to six operable cash registers
143 shall be allowed to exempt 50, 100, or 200 additional items
144 respectively. Sellers with seven or more cash registers may exempt
145 up to 400 additional items. In the case of a food department, the
146 number obtained in the above calculation shall be reduced by 75
147 per cent. In no case shall the number of exemptions permitted
148 by this exception exceed four and one-half per cent of the number
149 of packaged grocery items carried by the seller.
150 Any food store or food department permitted to exempt
151 additional items under subsection (c)(10) shall establish at each
152 store location a dated written list of the items it has chosen to
153 exempt. The list shall include areadily understandable description
154 of each item and the code number understood by the seller’s
155 automatic checkout system. The list shall be maintained such that
156 any item may be referenced easily. Deletions may be made from
157 the list at any time, but no additions, substitutions, or changes
158 may be made to the list except twice a year in January and July
159 starting with July 1987. The exemption permitted by exception
160 10 above shall not apply to any item not on that list and shall
161 not apply unless such list has been established and is available
162 upon request at the store to any consumer or any representative
163 authorized by the director of standards. The director of standards
164 may require the periodic filing of such list with his office. No seller
165 may choose to exempt items required to be price marked by other
166 laws or regulations governing specific types of items, or may
167 exempt more than 200 items in any one department except in the
168 dry grocery department.
169 e) All food stores and food departments shall maintain a
170 current and accurate price list of all items exempted under this
171 section. Such list may be maintained in any reasonable manner,
172 including by an automatic checkout system or merged with
173 nonexempt items, provided that information contained therein
174 can be referenced easily by the person requesting it. All food stores
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175 and food departments shall also maintain a separate, current,
written or printed list of the items it chooses to exempt under the
provisions of subsection (c)(9). Such lists shall be made available
upon request to any representative authorized by the director of
standards, and the price for any item contained therein shall be
provided to any person upon request.

176
177
178
179
180

f) Violations under this section for which fines shall be levied
include having no price marked on any unit that is required to
be priced and is not exempted, having an incorrect price on any
unit, having an incorrect or missing sign, or overcharging on any
unit. A unit shall be deemed to be overcharged once it is rung
up at a price higher than any represented price.

181
182
183
184
185
186
187 There shall be a tolerance for error on all fineable violations

discovered during an in-store inspection except overcharging. In
the case of a display checked for unmarked and/or incorrectly
marked units, the tolerance shall be such that the one display of
an item most in violation out of each twenty displays checked shall
be excluded in computing that fine. Said tolerance shall not be
less than one display per inspection. In the case of a violation for
incorrect or missing signs required by subsection (c), the tolerance
for error shall be calculated such that the number of sign violations
actually found among those checked shall be reduced by 10 per
cent, but by not less than one violation, and such violations
omitted shall be excluded in computing any fine. Each unit or sign
in violation shall constitute a separate violation, provided that no
item may be subject to violations for both overcharging and
incorrect price markings. Multiple units from the same display
of an item which are found in violation of the same infraction
shall be considered one fineable violation. A minimum of 20
different displays of items shall be checked during any inspection
in which fines are levied, unless the maximum fine per inspection
specified in subsection (g) is reached before all said 20 displays
are checked. An inspector may inspect any or all units in any
display of any item. The seller shall allow the inspector access loa-
the seller’s automatic checkout system.

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210 g) Any representative authorized by the director of standards

may conduct inspections of any item and shall issue notices of
violation to any food store or food department for any violation
of this section, provided that no food store or food department

211
212
213
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shall be inspected more than once a week. The fine shall be $lOO
for each violation, up to a maximum fine of $2500 per inspection.
The seller shall immediately correct all violations including those
where a tolerance was granted.

214
215
216
217

In the case of any verified consumer complaint, fines for
overcharging shall be limited to one violation per item. A fine shall
be issued without allowance for tolerance upon verification of any
consumer complaint alleging overcharging or improper price
marking except for those units where the seller gave the consumer
the units tendered for purchase free under a qualified price
accuracy guarantee.

218
219
220
221
7.7.7.
223
224

The director of standards may require sellers to disclose a
consumer’s rights under this section.

225
226

Any food store or food department which maintains and
complies with the terms of a qualified price accuracy guarantee
in the form prescribed below, and posts an explanation of such
price accuracy guarantee at each cash register or terminal, shall
have all per violation fines reduced by fifty per cent. If the director
of standards determines that a food store of food department is
either intentionally or through gross negligence violating any
provision ofthis section, all the store’s exemptions provided under
this section shall be rescinded for a period of 12 months, and the
matter shall be referred to the attorney general for action against
such food store of food department. Uncontested fines levied
under this section shall be paid within 30 days of issuance of the
notice of violation. Any aggrieved seller may appeal any
unjustified fines to the director of standards if such appeal is filed
within 30 days of issuance of the notice of violation. If the grounds
for appeal are determined to be without reasonable basis, the fine
shall be doubled.

11l
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244 h) A qualified price accuracy guarantee at a minimum is one

which immediately gives any consumer one unit free of every
different item which was either (a) rung up at a price higher than
the lowest price marked on the unit, and for unmarked units, the
price on any sign or unit price label; or which was (b) rung up
at a price higher than the price advertised for the item. Sellers
may elect option (a) or (b) or both, but option (b) may only be
elected alone if the seller advertises at least 50 packaged grocery
sale items each week not including meat and produce. To take

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
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i

253 advantage of the guarantee, the consumer need only point out the
over-ring to the cashier.254

255 i) All food stores and food departments shall provide an
itemized sales slip to all consumers indicating at a minimum the
price charged for each item or unit. No food store of food
department shall refuse to sell any unit tendered for purchase at
the lowest price represented to the consumer by the seller or
supplier; provided, however, the seller shall have no obligation
to sell such unit at the lowest represented price if it is the result
of a gross error, or if the price tag, label, or sign shows evidence
of obvious physical tampering, or if it is given away free under
a price accuracy guarantee.

256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265 j) This section shall only apply to food stores and to grocery

items in food departments. This section shall not diminish any
obligations under other laws or regulations regarding item pricing
for sellers other than food stores or for items other than grocery
items in food departments. The director of standards shall not
issue a fine pursuant to both this section and section 56D of
chapter 98 of the General Laws for the same violation. Where a
seller is also subject to item pricing regulations or guidelines of
another agency, in cases where a specified number of items is
allowed to be exempted under two similar exceptions to the
requirement of item pricing, such similar provisions shall not be
additive. Compliance with another agency’s regulations or
guidelines which differ from this section or any regulations issued
hereunder by the director of standards shall not be a defense to
a violation of this section or any regulations promulgated
hereunder.

266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280

k) The director of standards may promulgate regulations or
issue guidelines for the implementation or interpretation of this
section.

281
282
283

1) Failure to comply with any of the provisions of this section
shall constitute a violation and an unfair or deceptive act or
practice under the provisions of chapter ninety-three A.

284
285
286

m) If any provision of this section or the application of such
provision to any person or circumstance is held to be invalid, the
validity of the remainder of this section and the applicability of
the provision to other persons or circumstances shall not be
affected thereby.

287
288
289
290
291
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1 SECTION 3. Section 115 A of chapter 6of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 striking out the word “council” wherever it appears and inserting
4 in place thereof the words “director of standards.”

1 SECTION 4. Section 56D of chapter 98 of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1984 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 striking out lines 16 through 19 inclusively, and inserting in place
4 thereof the words: shall mean a cash register, computer,
5 terminal, or other device capable of interpreting the universal
6 product code, or any other code which is on an item offered for
7 sale to consumers used to determine the price of the item being
8 purchased, regardless of whether the code entry is accomplished
9 manually, or automatically by a machine.
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